The EresumeX Resume Management tool allows
recruiting officers and potential candidates
a way to be connected to open job positions
in a new collaborative effort to find the right
recruiter the right candidate and the right job.

twitter.com/EresumeX

As a recruiter you have the ability to change a
persons life. You can give an individual hope in
a hopeless situation. You can be an incredible
power of good for a family. However so often
resume information will get lost in amongst
100s of other resumes in your system.

Facebook.com/EresumeX

Professional recruiters around the country are
taking advantage of the 1000s of resumes in
the powerful Resume Management system of
EresumeX. It has no cost to you and you can
view up to 1500 resumes per month.
Collaboration takes your success to new heights.

Youtube.com/EresumeX

The question we are asked the most is:

		 Why is there no cost to use the
				EresumeX Resume Management system?

The Answer is easy -

Recruiters are using the system to maximize their own assets.
They have uploaded 1000’s of Resumes and these Resumes
are available for all recruiters to look at.

When recruiters collaborate
everyone benefits.
200 Recruiters
upload 200 resumes

40,000

Every Resume in our
Database is validated
by one of our team.

Resumes to view for
NO COST TO YOU

Humans

=

not computers !

500 Recruiters
upload 200 resumes
=

100,000

Resumes to view for
NO COST TO YOU

With this level of collaboration everyone
wins. You the recruiter, the employer and the
job seeking candidate. Your revenue base is
widened and you will have access to Cities and States that previously were outside of your scope
because of the limited resources available to you. But there is more - the EresumeX Resume Management System is not just a resourceful resume
database it is also a powerful set of tools that can maximize your recruting processes. EresumeX opens doors of opportuniy for all. Take advantage
of this solution for no cost to you. Contact us now and see why people have labelled us “The Resume Portal With EX Factor”

Welcome to EresumeX “The Resume Portal With EX Factor”

www.EresumeX.com

